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Memorable moments with
postage stamp engravers
The experiences of meeting postage stamp engravers have enhanced the
sentimental value of stamps in the author’s collection.
As teased in the March monthly issue of
Linn’s, this issue highlights an article about
master engraver Martin Mörck. The article
was planned to coordinate with his visit to
the Rocky Mountain Stamp Show in Denver, but like many stamp shows and gatherings, it was canceled because of the
coronavirus COVID-19 pandemic.
Even so we pressed forward with the
article, and perhaps sometime in the future Mörck will be able to visit the United
States again and attend a stamp show.
The article and the subject of stamp
engraving sent me on a bit of a reminiscing course. I consider myself quite fortunate to have met some of the big names
in stamp engraving over the last 20 years.
The first was Polish engraver Czeslaw
Slania (1921-2005), who has more than
1,000 stamp designs to his credit. Slania came to the United States for World
Stamp Expo 2000 held in July that year
in Anaheim, Calif. He was at the Sennett
Security Products printer booth, and I remember getting a few things autographed
by him there.
In 2005 the United States and Sweden
participated in a joint stamp issue honoring Greta Garbo. I traveled to Sweden for
the ceremony, and I set up an interview with
Polish engraver Piotr Naszarkowski, who engraved the design for the joint-issue stamps.
We sat in the library space at the postal museum in Stockholm and discussed Slania,
engraving and upcoming projects.
On that same trip, I met Swedish engraver Lars Sjööblom, who engraved the
design for the second Garbo stamp that
only Sweden issued. The day after the
Garbo ceremony, he demonstrated the art
of engraving at a Sweden Post event.
I met with Naszarkowski again when
he visited the United States for the 2006
international stamp show in Washington,
D.C. And I was able to chat with Sjööblom

Master engraver Martin Mörck holds Jersey’s 2005
Winston Churchill souvenir sheet that he engraved.
Photo by Jay Bigalke.

again last year at the Stockholmia 2019 stamp show.
I also briefly met Mörck at a 2015 stamp show in
London. He signed a couple of items for me, one of
which was the 2005 Winston Churchill souvenir sheet
he engraved for Jersey.
Lastly I have fond memories of meeting and interviewing the creative father-son team of Jorge and
Rodrigo Peral. Both of those meetings took place at
Canadian Bank Note Co. in Ottawa, Ontario. They have
a number of Canadian stamps to their credit, with the
most recent being the 2018 $4 Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep stamp.
These meetings have added a personal connection to the stamps in my collection. If in the future you
have an opportunity to meet a stamp engraver, don’t
let it pass.

Graded U.S. stamp report in June
The Scott Graded U.S. Stamp Report that normally
appears in the May issue will return in the June Linn’s
instead.
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Special feature

By ARMAGAN OZDINC

MARTIN MÖRCK

Designing and engraving
stamps for the world
Martin MÖrck, who lives on an island off the coast of mainland sweden, has been
designing and engraving postage stamp images and more since 1977.
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lthough they are being issued less and less
these days, engraved stamps are the most
elegant and continue to hold a special
place in a stamp collector’s album. When
one thinks about engraved stamps, the first person
who comes to mind among living engravers is Norwegian-Swedish artist Martin Mörck.
Shown in a recent photograph in Figure 1, Mörck
was born to a Norwegian father and a Swedish mother in Gothenburg, Sweden, in 1955. Both of his parents
were artists. His mother was a textile artist, while his
father was a graphic artist and painter.
He grew up in an artist community in the Guldheden district of Gothenburg, consisting of 40 artist
studio houses.
“During my childhood, I was surrounded by art and
all my friends were also artists’ kids. We did not so
much socialize outside the artist circles. I spent most
of my time in my parents’ studio by drawing and playing with clay,” Mörck said.
His father was a stamp collector who introduced
Martin to engraved stamps in his childhood. Mörck
started engraving his own artwork in copper at age 14.
Albrecht Dürer was the biggest influence on his early
engravings. At age 16, Mörck started going to a night
art school to receive formal training in engraving.
In 1975 Mörck joined Sweden Post as a stamp engraver apprentice. After six months, he ended his apprenticeship to pursue his fishing interest. Six months
later, when he decided to return to stamp engraving,
he went back to Sweden Post, first as an apprentice
for another six months and then as a full-time employed stamp engraver. However, after one month of
employment, he resigned as he could not handle the
rigid, structured environment of Sweden Post anymore. At age 21, he decided to continue his stamp engraving career as a freelancer.
Since 1977 Mörck has engraved many stamps,
banknotes and private artworks. He has also been
involved in creating many philatelic item designs,
private illustrations, and watercolor and acrylic paintings.
Today Mörck is the most productive living stamp
designer and engraver in the world. As of now, he has
collectively designed and/or engraved 938 unique
stamp motifs on 1,162 stamps, in addition to many
souvenir sheet backgrounds, issued by 27 postal administrations. Of these 938 items, 788 were engraved.

Quality U.S. Stamps
at competitive prices.
New issues service available

www.shaulisstamps.com
Scott A. Shaulis
P.O. Box 549
Murrysville, PA 15668
724-733-4134
scott@shaulisstamps.com

The table on this page lists the number of unique
stamp motifs designed and/or engraved by Mörck for
each postal administration. Some of these motifs are
printed in different denominations by the same postal
administration or jointly by different administrations.
Those designs are counted only once as a single
piece of work.
In addition to stamps, Mörck has designed 99 firstday cover cachets, 34 first-day cancellations, 30 maximum cards, four maximum card special cancellations, 11 booklet covers, six booklet panes, and three
Continued on page 58

Martin Morck’s stamp designs or engravings
Postal Administration

Number of unique stamps

Sweden

343

Denmark

219

Greenland

102

Monaco

58

Jersey

43

Faroe Islands

42

Åland

20

Iceland

19

China

18

France

16

Norway

10

French Southern and Antarctic Territory

9

Belgium

5

Japan

5

United Nations

5

Montserrat

4

United States

4

Australian Antarctic Territory

3

Luxembourg

3

Spain

3

Austria

1

Canada

1

Estonia

1

Finland

1

French Polynesia

1

Latvia

1

Lithuania

1

Many Graded Stamps from 80-100

QUALITY U.S. STAMPS

HB Philatelics
Proofs & Essays
Federal & State Hunting Permits

Are you
on our
mailing List?

Guy Gasser

Suburban Stamp Inc.

www.hbphilatelics.com

P.O. Box 425, East Longmeadow, MA 01028
413-785-5348
E-mail: suburbanstamp@verizon.net

P.O. Box 2320 • Florissant, MO 63032
Phone 314-330-8684
E-mail: guy@hbphilatelics.com
Official APS Web Sponsor
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Figure 1. Stamp
designer and
engraver Martin
Mörck at the shores
of his home island
in the Gothenburg
Archipelago of
Sweden. Photo by
Armagan Ozdinc.

Figure 3. Mörck’s first handengraved stamp was created for
Sweden Post and depicts the
tawny owl. A progressive stage
proof for the stamp is also pictured.

Continued from page 57

souvenir sheet or presentation pack folder covers across
13 postal administrations.
My primary collecting area is Mörck’s artwork, not just
stamps, and I have had the privilege of visiting his art studio and observing him a number of times in the past.
During these occasions, I have personally witnessed his
artistic skills, creativity and passion for art. Mörck is undoubtedly one of the world’s best designers and engravers — a true artist always working on new ways to excel
and astound.
Mörck has made the majority of his stamp engravings
by hand. Using varieties of a special tool called a burin
and working under magnification, the engraver carves
lines, dashes and dots onto a soft steel plate known as
a “die” to create the design in mirror reverse. Mörck is
shown engaged in hand engraving in Figure 2.
Up to 16 lines per 1/16-inch are cut at various depths
to give the effects of shadows, highlights and contours.
Many lines, deeply carved and close together, produce
heavily shaded areas on the final image. Lighter areas

Figure 2. Mörck at work, hand engraving on a steel
plate that he views under a stereo microscope.
Photo by Armagan Ozdinc.
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contain fewer and shallower
lines.
The engraver makes stage
proofs by applying ink to the
die by hand during this process to ensure that the work is
progressing according to plan.
This is a traditional method of
stamp engraving.
After the steel plate engraving is finished, the engraved
image on the die is transferred
to printing cylinders in technically challenging, labor-intensive steps for intaglio printing
or a combination of intaglio
and offset printing.
Hand engraving is becoming
a dying art form. Because hand
engraving and transferring the
engraved design is a time-consuming and expensive process,
in the early 2010s, the stamp
industry started adapting the
pen-and-ink engraving technique for engraved stamps, a
process that originated with
the banknote industry.
In this technique, the artist
completes a detailed drawing
of the image at 6 to 10 times
the size of the actual stamp by
way of lines, dashes and dots in
an engraved style. This drawing is done on a transparent
plastic film with a special pen
while still adhering to the line
spacing quality and intricacies
often found in hand engraving.

A plastic film is used for drawing because it takes the ink
with great precision.
After the drawing is finished,
the drawn image is scanned
in very high resolution and
digitally reduced to the stamp
size. Then the reduced image is transferred in mirror reverse and the desired depth to
printing cylinders using laser
technology in a computerized
environment. The final product looks as if it were hand engraved.
Mörck’s first stamp was hand
engraved and issued by Sweden in 1977. The subject of this
stamp is the tawny owl (Scott
1212). This stamp and its progressive stage proof are shown
in Figure 3.
“This stamp has a special
place in my heart as being my
first ever engraved stamp,”
Mörck said. “It was my baby
and is still today. In engraving
this stamp, I tried to shed a late
afternoon light on the owl and
yet show the owl in a bit of Japanese style with the branch as
the strongest element.”
Mörck’s first pen-and-ink
engraved stamp is the Queen
Margrethe II definitive issued
by Greenland in 2012 (Scott
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Figure 4. Instead of transferring line engravings, some recent stamps are
printed by converting scanned pen-and-ink drawings onto printing cylinders
with laser technology. Greenland issued Mörck’s first pen-and-ink engraved
stamp in 2012, pictured here with the original source drawing.

627). This stamp and its scaledup pen-and-ink engraving
style drawing are shown in Figure 4.
“Transition to pen-and-ink
engraving was easy for me as
I have already been using this
technique in combination with
my hand engraving for many
years,” Mörck said. “When
working on hand engraving, I
always start with a scaled-up
pencil or pen-and-ink drawing
of the image in an engraved
style on a plastic film. After the
drawing is finished, I scan the
finished drawing and send it to
a lab where it is reduced to the
stamp size and photographed.

Then, I use the negative film of
the photograph received from
the lab to transfer the lines of
my drawing in mirror reverse
to a steel plate by means of
UV-light exposure — as part of
a technique that I have developed together with a former
colleague from Sweden Post.”
Most of Mörck’s stamp commissions nowadays are either
for pen-and-ink engraved issues or offset issues for which
he usually illustrates the motifs by drawing in an engraved
style. He currently hand engraves stamps mostly for Monaco and occasionally for the
French Southern and Antarc-

tic Territory, the last remaining strongholds of hand-engraved stamp issues, along with France.
As one closely studies the stamps Mörck has designed
and engraved, it becomes obvious that there are two
predominant areas he worked on during his long career:
life at sea (164 stamps) and portraits (132 stamps). When
I asked Mörck about his three most favorite topical areas,
his answer was unsurprisingly portraits, life at sea, and
polar expeditions.
“Portrait engraving has always been my passion. It is
considered the pillar of engraving,” he said. “All persons
are different in their appearances. Not one person looks
like another one. There are two aspects that you need
to consider when engraving a portrait: photographic resemblance and reflection of personality. At the end, an
engraved portrait should show the person behind the
photograph.
“There are many engravers who are very good in achieving photographic likeness, but not so much the personality. I admire the engravers who can achieve both. George
Frederick Cummings Smillie, an American engraver, was
master of this and has been my role model all along. This
personality aspect makes portraits the most difficult and
challenging one to engrave. That is why I like the portrait
engraving most. I love the feeling of being challenged
and not 100 percent sure if I will be successful at the end.
I get the most joy after I complete a portrait engraving to
my satisfaction. I have studied and practiced portrait engraving for decades and my fascination continues in this
area where one never becomes fully proficient. Your last
portrait engraving always feels like your first one.”
The Winston Churchill portrait engraving on two 2015
Jersey souvenir sheets (Scott 1854 and 1882) was Mörck’s
masterpiece. He told me this is overall his favorite portrait engraving on a stamp. One of these two souvenir
sheets (Scott 1854) and its progressive stage proof with
Mörck’s handwritten notes for improvements are shown
in Figure 5. This is the largest-ever portrait engraving on a
Continued on page 60

Figure 5. The largest-ever hand-engraved portrait on a stamp product honors Winston Churchill. The progressive stage proof pictured here at left includes
Mörck’s handwritten notes for improvements. The Churchill image is Mörck’s overall favorite portrait engraving on a stamp.
linns.com / May 18, 2020 /
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Figure 8. During the 1990s, Mörck engraved portrait designs for four stamps
issued by the United States as part of the Great Americans definitive series.

Continued from page 59

Figure 6. Mörck’s
hand-engraved
portrait of Ernest
Hemingway on a 1990
Swedish stamp, along
with its progressive
stage proof.

stamp product. Not just the part
of the portrait inside the perforated stamp area, the whole
portrait seen on the souvenir
sheet is engraved. Because it
was a large size portrait that is
typically seen on banknotes, Mörck used
the American Banknote engraving style,
an advanced and technically challenging
method, for this portrait.
“In this engraving, I mainly focused on
his determined eyes and the humorous
spark on his face. As he is so well-known
around the world, I did not try to make him
too much Churchill; wanted to show him
as a private person more than a statesman,” Mörck said.
One of my favorite portrait engravings
made by Mörck on a stamp is the portrait
of Ernest Hemingway issued by Sweden in
1990. This stamp (Scott 1852) and its progressive stage proof are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 7. Mörck’s pen-and-ink engraved Nelson Mandela portrait stamp
for the United Nations post office at the Palais des Nations in Geneva,
Switzerland, was printed by offset lithography and issued in 2018. It is shown
with an enlarged wax relief print of the same engraving.
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“The Hemingway portrait
stamp is definitely among my
favorites as well,” Mörck said.
“In general, you cannot cut
many layers of lines and dots
into a plate for such a small
size portrait as this can be accomplished more easily in a
banknote engraving. Achieving this for a stamp engraving
takes lots of effort and time. In
the old days, I used to be given
much longer time than nowadays to finish my engravings.
For that reason, I was able to
engrave the Hemingway portrait in fine details very much
like a banknote engraving.”
Mörck’s recent portrait penand-ink engravings have appeared on stamps issued by
the United Nations Postal Administration as part of an ongoing series honoring prominent
people. They are the portraits
of Nelson Mandela, Kofi Annan
and Mahatma Gandhi. Because
the UNPA budget could not
allow for printing pen-and-ink
engraved stamps in intaglio,
these were printed by offset
lithography but resemble engraved images because the
portraits were drawn in an engraved style.
The 2018 Mandela stamp
issued for the U.N. post office at the Palais des Nations
in Geneva, Switzerland (Scott
656), and an enlarged wax relief print produced by using the
same drawing from this stamp
are shown in Figure 7.
“I started my work by analyzing several different press
release photos of Mandela,”
Mörck said. “I read about his life
story and watched some documentary movies about him. Although I knew who Mandela
was, I wanted to learn more
about him in order to be able
to reflect his personality on the

portrait as accurately as possible. At the end, it became a
portrait where I focused on his
good-natured smile and also
his sorrow at the same time,
that can be read from his face
as a result of his sufferings in
the prisons of South Africa during the apartheid years.
“The style used for this portrait was American Banknote
engraving, but a bit simplified
to adapt to the smaller stamp
size. Clear lines and dots printed in fine quality renders the
portrait equal justice regardless if it is printed in intaglio or
offset.”
In the 1990s, Mörck hand engraved four different portraits
for the United States Postal
Service as part of the Great
Americans series of definitive
stamps: Virginia Apgar (Scott
2179), Cal Farley (Scott 2934),
Mary Breckenridge (Scott 2942)
and Alice Paul (Scott 2943), all
shown in Figure 8.
“Although the USPS does
not issue engraved stamps
anymore, I have a strong desire to create artwork for the

Figure 9. This 2003 stamp from
Monaco was printed in France by
an unusual method that involves
a double-cylinder press. Mörck’s
hand-engraved motif features
Vincent van Gogh’s self-portrait.
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Figure 12. A Faroe
Islands minisheet
of six Fish stamps
issued in 2016.
Mörck’s creative
design includes
the use of tanned
cod skins on the
actual stamps.

Figure 10. Two engravings were completed for the printing of the van Gogh
stamp: a positive image (left) and a negative or reverse image (right).

U.S. stamps again, this time
as a designer,” Mörck said. “I
have done a number of creative stamp designs for various
postal administrations around
the world and am confident
that I can have a valuable contribution to the design of U.S.
stamps through my creative
ideas and engraved style illustrations. I am currently in the
process of preparing my work

portfolio to be submitted to the
USPS Stamp Design Committee for future consideration.”
Mörck used a special twoplate hand-engraving process
for a 2003 stamp printed using the double-cylinder TD6
(Taille-Douce 6) press by the
French state-owned printing
house Phil@poste. The stamp,
pictured in Figure 9, was issued by Monaco and features

a famous self-portrait by Vincent van
Gogh (Scott 2300).
In this process, Mörck hand engraved
the same image onto two separate plates
in two different ways. He engraved the image to the first die plate in positive without
any sharp lines and dots. The engraved
image on this plate is flat and looks heavily shaded. A progressive stage proof proContinued on page 62

Figure 11. Mörck designed and engraved six 1988 Swedish stamps picturing inland boats, as well as the cover of the booklet in
which they were issued. Mörck originally proposed the idea for these stamps to Sweden Post.
linns.com / May 18, 2020 /
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Figure 13. Mörck designed the cachet and the first-day cancel on this 1992
Åland first-day cover. He also designed and engraved the stamp.
Continued from page 61

duced from the first plate is shown at left
in Figure 10. The image on this hand-printed proof appears negative (mirror reverse).
He engraved the image for the second
die plate in the usual manner, negative
with sharp lines and dots. A progressive
die proof produced from the second plate
is shown on the right in Figure 10. The image on this second hand-printed proof appears positive.
The engraved images on these two die
plates are transferred to two separate
chrome-plated copper cylinders in their
engraved orientations (positive and negative). The double-cylinder TD6 press can
print up to six colors in two steps: three
indirect intaglio and three direct intaglio.
During the printing process, the stamp
paper passes through these two printing
copper cylinders. The positive image on
the first cylinder is pressed onto an intermediate rubber cylinder in negative which
is in turn printed on the stamp paper in
positive with light inks. This is the indirect intaglio printing. The negative image
on the second cylinder is printed on the
stamp paper in positive with darker inks.
This is the direct intaglio printing.
The result gives an impression similar
to engraved lines (the direct intaglio printing) printed over watercolor (from the indirect intaglio printing). The Monaco stamp
shown in Figure 9 is printed in two colors:
black by direct intaglio printing and pink by
indirect intaglio printing. Mörck has done
this two-plate hand engraving for some of
his stamps issued by France and Monaco.
Mörck is a seaman. He has been living
on an island of an archipelago since his
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Figure 14.The pen-and-ink drawing of the Åland FDC cachet shown in Figure 13.

childhood, and he worked on
fishing trawls during his youth.
He has owned a number of
different boats throughout his
adult life and has built his own
wooden boats.
“When I was a little boy, my
father cited a quotation from
Jean Heiberg, a Norwegian
painter, sculptor and designer: ‘There are two man-made
things most beautiful in this
world because they have to be
fully built according to the environment in which they will be
used: music instruments and
boats.’ That was the moment
when my interest in boats and

life at sea started,” Mörck said.
His passion for the sea is
clearly reflected on the 164
stamps he designed and/or
engraved that depict life at
sea, more than any other topic.
He offers a vast array of beautiful philatelic products for topical collectors who specialize in
maritime philately.
In this topic, his favorite
stamps are the six inland boat
stamps that he designed and
hand engraved for Sweden
in 1988. These stamps (Scott
1666-1671) were issued in the
booklet pane of six shown in
Figure 11. Also pictured is the

Figure 15. Using pencil and color pen, Mörck designed and drew the
illustration on this 2005 maximum card showing the sailing Danish royal yacht
Dannebrog sailing in the waters of eastern Greenland.
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Figure 16. Mörck’s
affection for sea
expeditions is evident
in his engraving of
this 2008 souvenir
sheet of three stamps
commemorating the
Greenland expeditions
of Adolf Erik
Nordenskiöld.

booklet cover that Mörck designed.
“I indeed came up with the
idea of issuing a set of stamps
about boats used on inland waters of Sweden and proposed
it to Sweden Post,” Mörck said.
“Before starting the design of
these boats, I had to conduct
lots of research. I first had to
consult my friend who was a
maritime historian and then
drove all around Sweden to
learn about different wooden
inland boats. During my travel,
I had to visit different local museums and talk to local boat
builders to understand how a
specific boat type was built.

After I gathered all the knowledge, I started designing and
drawing these boats from the
different regions of Sweden. As
I have put lots of effort for my
research and artwork, these six
stamps are very special ones
for me.”
Another interesting stamp
that Mörck conceptualized and
designed is the Fish stamp issued by Faroe Islands in 2016
(Scott 668). On each stamp,
a square piece of real tanned
cod skin is glued. Each stamp
has a different skin pattern.
This difference can be discerned if you compare the six
stamps on the pane of six pic-

Figure 17. Three individual engravings were combined to print this 2015
Monaco souvenir sheet with the largest-ever hand-engraved background.
The sheet commemorates the 1906 Albert I Svalbard expedition.

tured in Figure 12. The stamp also has a
fish odor.
The red color text on the fish skin was
intended to look like an old cancellation
used on the lid of barrels filled with cod
for export in the old days. This text is applied in hot foil.
This is the first stamp made with real fish
skin. This unique stamp is a testimony to
Mörck’s creative side, because the whole
concept was totally developed and proposed by him to Faroe Islands Post. This
stamp was selected as the most beautiful
Faroese stamp of the year 2016 by Faroe
Islands stamp collectors worldwide.
As mentioned earlier, Mörck has also
designed and illustrated several first-day
cover cachets, first-day cancellations and
Continued on page 64

Figure 18. The large engraved background design of the souvenir sheet in
Figure 17 is shown in this progressive stage proof.
linns.com / May 18, 2020 /
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Figure 19. A pen-and-ink engraved
souvenir sheet issued earlier this
year by the Australian Antarctic
Territory depicts the ship HMAS
Wyatt Earp and its observation
floatplane during the 1948 Antarctic
expedition voyage. This prerelease image of the souvenir sheet
has been reproduced with the
permission of the Australian Postal
Corporation.

Continued from page 63

maximum cards. One example of this is
the FDC shown in Figure 13, for the 1992
Åland stamp (Scott 63) that commemorates the 48th Congress of the International Association of Cape Horners, seafarers who have rounded the notorious
Cape Horn at the tip of South America
in a cargo-carrying vessel. In addition
to designing and hand-engraving the
stamp, Mörck also designed the FDC cachet of this stamp, depicting the crew of
a ship navigating the vessel through the
rough waters of Cape Horn, and the firstday cancel, showing how a rope holding
the sail up is tied on a ship. The pen-and-

Figure 21. A Mörck-engraved 1996 50-colones banknote from El Salvador is
pictured with its progressive stage proof.
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ink drawing of the FDC cachet
is shown in Figure 14.
An example of a Mörck-designed maximum card is pictured in Figure 15. This maximum
card is for the 2005 Greenland
stamp showing the Danish royal
yacht Dannebrog sailing by an
iceberg in Greenland’s waters
(Scott 452). In addition to designing and hand-engraving
the stamp, Mörck also designed
and illustrated the motif of the
maximum card for this stamp,
depicting the royal yacht sailing
in eastern Greenland. The motif
is drawn in pencil and color pen.
Mörck also designed the firstday cancel on the maximum
card, showing a rope splicing
tool used by sailors.
Mörck also favors the topic
of polar expeditions, for which
he has designed and/or engraved 41 stamps to date. His
major work in this area is a
series of 13 distinct beautiful
souvenir sheets collectively
including 22 unique stamps
commemorating 12 different
Greenland expeditions.
Twelve of these sheets were
issued by Greenland and one
by France. Some of these 12
sheets were also jointly issued
by Canada, Denmark, Finland
and Norway. He has designed
19 of 22 stamps and 12 of 13
souvenir sheets, whereas he
engraved all the stamps.
My favorite sheet designed

Figure 20. Mörck at work on his
drawing for the pen-and-ink
engraving of the HMAS Wyatt Earp.
Photo by Armagan Ozdinc.

by Mörck in this series is about
the Greenland expeditions of
Finnish-Swedish explorer Adolf
Erik Nordenskiöld. It was jointly
issued in 2008 by Greenland
(Scott 528a) and Finland (1321).
The Greenland issue is shown
in Figure 16.
“I was born in the wrong century!” Mörck said. “I wish that I
were born one century earlier
and had been part of those expedition teams in late 19th and
early 20th centuries. My interest
in expeditions became stronger after I started travelling to
Greenland about 25 years ago.
At that point, I started reading
a lot about the expedition history including the diaries of
those explorers. I bought lots of
old antique books in this topic,
which take a good amount of
space in my library today.
“In the last two decades, I had
my own mini expedition-like
trips to Greenland and Svalbard
in tough conditions for a number of times. Based on my readings and my own travel experiences, I could sense how those
explorers felt and what they
went through during their expe-
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ditions. This greatly helped me
in creating my polar expedition
artwork,” Mörck said.
In my opinion, Mörck’s expedition-related philatelic masterpiece is the Prince Albert I Arctic Expeditions souvenir sheet
(Scott 2823) issued in 2015 by
Monaco. This sheet, which
measures about 4¾ inches
by 4 inches (12 centimeters by
10cm), is pictured in Figure 17. It
was designed and engraved by
Mörck. He hand engraved three
different motifs (one for the
souvenir sheet background and
two for the stamps included in
the sheet) on three separate
steel plates that together created the complete design.
The motif on the souvenir
sheet is based on an oil-oncanvas painting by French artist
Louis Tinayre depicting a scene
from the 1906 Prince Albert I
Svalbard expedition. The original painting is located in the
entrance foyer of the Oceanographic Museum of Monaco.
The engraving of this painting is the largest-known hand
engraving on a philatelic
souvenir sheet. Its progressive stage proof is shown in
Figure 18. Note the two areas
left open for the two stamps
on this large proof. The large
painting on the souvenir sheet
was printed in a combination
of intaglio and offset while
the two inserted stamps were
printed in single-color intaglio.
Mörck’s most recent expedi-

Figure 22. Mörck’s hand-printed
etching of Abraham Lincoln.

tion-related stamps are about
the 1948 Australian Antarctic
expedition voyage of the ship
HMAS Wyatt Earp. The three
stamps were issued March 31
this year on the Australian Antarctic Territory souvenir sheet
pictured in Figure 19.
Both the souvenir sheet
background and the motifs of
the three stamps on the sheet
were designed and engraved
by Mörck. In Figure 20, Mörck is
shown at work on the pen-andink engraving for this issue.
Besides stamps Mörck has
engraved 49 motifs on 43
banknotes for 21 countries. A
banknote engraved by him for
El Salvador, which is extremely
difficult to find in good condition, and its progressive stage
proof are shown in Figure 21.
He hand engraved the portrait of Christopher Columbus
and the ships on the back side
of this 50-colones banknote
(which collectors identify as
Pick 145) printed by Canadian
Bank Note Company in 1996.
In addition to stamp and
banknote engravings, Mörck
has created many private engravings. One of his recent
private works is the portrait of
U.S. President Abraham Lincoln shown in Figure 22. He
completed a pen-and-ink engraving of the Lincoln portrait,
per my suggestion, which was
later etched on a copper plate
and printed by hand in a limited quantity. This print, along
with a number of others, was
included in a special album
sold only in China.
One of Mörck’s current private engraving projects is
about musicians. He calls
this series “My Music Heroes.”
When finished it will include
portrait engravings of Jerry
Garcia, Bob Dylan, Frank Zappa, Neil Young, Tuli Kupferberg,
John Lennon, David Bowie and
Leonard Cohen. In Figure 23,
Mörck is seen at work on the
portrait of Garcia, the legendary lead guitarist and vocalist

Figure 23. Mörck’s
pen-and-ink engraving
portrait of musician
Jerry Garcia is part of
a larger series. Photo
by Armagan Ozdinc.

Figure 24. The landscape of eastern Greenland, including the town of Tasiilaq,
is seen in a small watercolor painting by Mörck.

of the Grateful Dead.
Mörck has also made several watercolor and acrylic paintings in different sizes.
Whenever he travels to exotic places, he
always carries his watercolor kit with him.
If he is inspired by a scene, he immediately
stops and starts painting. One of his small
watercolor paintings is shown in Figure 24.
This painting is a view of Tasiilaq in eastern
Greenland, one of his favorite places in the
world.
Mörck will soon reach a major milestone
of his 40-plus years of stamp designing
and engraving: his 1,000th stamp. Based
on his average annual production rate
over the past 10 years, I anticipate that his
1,000th stamp will come out in 2022 or no
later than 2023.
A
 s 82 percent of his stamps have been
issued by eight Nordic postal administrations, one logical choice would be for
Mörck to complete his largest-ever handengraved stamp for his 1,000th issue, to
be jointly issued by a number of these
Nordic postal administrations. Such an issue would not only be appealing to Nordic
stamp collectors, but also to lovers of engraved stamps all around the world.
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